
Christian Education at St. Andrew 
Sundays at 9:30am 

 
 
Faith Matters Class in Room 312 (upstairs, across from the Parlor) 

 
Revelation – November 3, 10, 17 & 24 

The four horsemen of the apocalypse. The mark of the beast. Armageddon. Revelation is one of the 

least understood and most mis-used books in Scripture.  Join Rev. Jacqueline Decker Vanderpol as 

we dig into what Revelation actually says and what it meant in the time it was written.   

 
Video Series Class in the Parlor 

 
The History of Christianity: From the Disciples to the Reformation 
 
For nearly 2,000 years, the Christian faith has remained near the center of Western moral debate and 
conceptions of human identity, just action, and ultimate meaning.  In this series, we’ll study the story 
of Christianity’s first 1,500 years, in all its remarkable diversity and complex dimension.   
       
   November 3:   From Roman Empire to Holy Roman Empire 

November 10: Benedictine Monasticism and Its Influence 
   November 17: Evangelization of Western Europe 
   November 24: The Great Divorce Between East and West 
    
    
K-5 Children’s Class (meets weekly at 10:45 am, after the Children’s message in worship) 

 
The Lord’s Prayer 
 
In this series, children are invited to experience the Lord’s Prayer through art, reflection, and 
age-appropriate discussion. Through inclusive language and meaningful theology, we’ll explore our 
belongingness and connectedness with each other, the world, and God.  And how that belongingness 
and connectedness means we must also collaborate with God to bring God’s kingdom into the world.  
Weekly resources will also be provided for families to continue the classroom conversations in their 
homes! 
 
Youth Group (meets twice monthly after worship, 12-2pm, with lunch provided) 

 
The Bible – November 3 & 24 
 
For our fall gatherings, we’re exploring the Word of God!  We’ll look at some of what is (and actually 
isn’t) in Scripture, the history of how the Bible came to be, a journey through the different books of the 
Bible and what they’re all about, as well as explore different and creative ways we might engage with 
Scripture and apply its lessons for living as faithful disciples.  Youth gatherings also include time for 
games, creative activities and fellowship as we practice Christian community together! 


